
Standard Edition Section Question Answer

6DSS 3rd 6.6 In case valve is delivered with pup pieces made from pipe material free issued by Purchaser to Valve 

Manufacturer; is it correct to state that welding ends are those of the supplied assembly, i.e. valve complete 

with free issued pipe pup pieces, hence composition limits specified within Section in subject ( "The chemical 

composition of carbon steel pressure-containing welding ends shall meet the following requirements." ) are 

applicable to pipe pup pieces only?

Yes

6DSS 3rd Annex F The question is regarding the interpretation of the design validation requirements of a DIB-2 ball valve, which 

has an unidirectional seat on one side and a bidirectional seat on the other side. Given the unidirectional and 

bidirectional seats are different and perform differently in the valve, according to F.2.1 and F.15 they both 

need to be subjected to a validation testing.

Can the DIB-2 valve design (one seat unidirectional and second seat bidirectional) considered 

validated/qualified if the qualification program per F.15 table F-1 is performed in two separate testing 

programs on the same valve design, where the first test performs dynamic cycles per F.20 & F.21 on one seat 

(e.g. unidirectional seat), including disassembly and components verification, and the second  test program is 

performed per F.15 table F-1 with dynamic cycles per F.20 & F.21 on the bidirectional seat including 

disassembly and components verification?

Yes

6DSS 3rd Annex F The question below is regarding the interpretation of the design validation requirements of a DIB-2 ball valve, 

which has an unidirectional seat on one side and a bidirectional seat on the other side. Given the 

unidirectional and bidirectional seats are different and perform differently in the valve, according to F.2.1 and 

F.15 they both need to be subjected to a validation testing. 

Can the DIB-2 valve design be considered qualified by the qualification of two different valves, the first one 

with unidirectional seat on both sides, and the second one with bidirectional seat on both sides, if they fall 

within the same product family?

Yes, but only if the valves are from the same size and pressure class (or at least 

respect scaling principle at par. F12).

6DSS 3rd Annex F The supplier has an ongoing ball valve qualification for a specific subsea project of 26" x 199 bar (with SPE x 

DPE seat configuration) which shall be qualified to API 6DSS, Annex F per contractual agreement with buyer.  

The valve has undergone partial qualification cycles, disassembled for post-qualification inspection,  and 

subsequently with new seals replaced and parts refurbished. Valve has been re-assembled at which point 200 

PR2 cycles were realized to have missed out for DPE side, resulting in incomplete qualification.

Question 1: In order to deem the valve as fully qualified to API 6DSS Annex F, considering the valve has been 

dismantled and parts refurbished, is it allowed to perform separately only the missed qualification of 200 

cycles for DPE side?

Question 2: Is disassembly allowed in the midst of incomplete valve qualification?

Response 1: No

Response 2: No

6DSS 3rd G.2.2.2.5 The question below is regarding the interpretation of the hyperbaric validation test requirements of a DIB-2 

ball valve, which has an unidirectional seat on one side and a bidirectional seat on the other side. In 

accordance with Table G-1, 200 dynamic cycles against maximum differential pressure shall be performed 

with the objective to demonstrate that the torque for operating the valve shall remain within the  

manufacturer specification.

Is it correct that for a DIB-2 valve design the hyperbaric endurance test as described in G.2.2.2.5 shall be 

performed on one seat only (e.g. unidirectional seat)  because the aim of this test is to prove the valve 

functionality as result that the torque for operating shall remain within the manufacturer specifications?

Yes



6DSS 3rd 6.8 NDE Requirements of a bolting for API 6DSS Ball Valves ; 

- As per Section 6.8 (BOLTING) of specification API 6 DSS ,  Pressure boundary bolting shall conform to the 

requirements of API 20E or API 20F in accordance with Annex H.

- Where as, as per API 6 DSS Annex K (normative) Requirements for Nondestructive Examination, under TABLE 

K1 , Bolting (pressure containing) non destructive requirements are different from API 20 E / API 20 F 

requirements. 

Question 1: Should we follow the non - destructive examination per ANNEX K ?

Question2: Or, should we follow the NDE requirements per API 20E ?

Response 1: Yes. The requirements of both Annex K and Annex H apply.

Response 2: Yes. The requirements of both Annex K and Annex H apply.

6DSS 3rd 11 Paragraph 11 requires the following:

"Corrosion protection provided by a corrosion inhibitor shall resist runoff at temperatures less than 200 °F (93 

°C).”

Question 1: Does it mean corrosion inhibitor adopted for protection shall not resist above 93°C?

Question 2: Above 93°C is its removal acceptable?

Response 1:  No, Corrosion inhibitor effectiveness above 200 °F (93 °C) is permissible, 

however it is outside the scope of API 6DSS and therefore is not a requirement.

Response 2: Yes, see also reply to Q1. Removal is always acceptable and may be 

necessary to ensure it does not impact the valves operation or sealing.  

6DSS 3rd Table 6 Valve to be supplied  by Company with free issue pups (provided by Customer). Valve is manufactured by 

Company.

Pups are free issue (therefore provided by Customer). These pups are received by Company during project 

execution and welded to the end connection of the valve at Company premises before valve shipment.

5) Face to face / end to end dimensions

6a) Body/closure/end connection material designation: material grade

6b) Body/closure/end connection melt identification (e.g. cast or heat number)

For valve marking prior to shipment from Company, according to Table 6:

Question 1: When marking face to face / end to end on valve nameplate, must the valve length be considered 

without free issue pipes, even if these are welded to the valve before shipment?

Question 2: When marking end connection with material designation, is it correct to mark the body/closure 

(that are valve end connection) with body/closure material designation, instead of marking free issue pups 

with free issue pups material designation?

Question 3: When marking end connection with melt identification, is it correct to mark the body/closure 

(that are valve end connection) with body/closure melt identification, instead of marking free issue pups with 

free issue pups melt identification?

Response 1:  Yes.  The length of the valve is the length without free-issue pipe.

Response 2:  Yes.  The valve manufacturer is only responsible for his scope of supply.

Response 3:  Yes.  The valve manufacturer is only responsible for his scope of supply.

6DSS 3rd Annex B Ball Valve Body Construction

It is our interpretation that the figures included in Annex B are for reference only.

This means that the valve body configuration can be one single piece or two welded pieces for Top Entry ball 

valves and two/three bolted pieces or two/three welded pieces for Side Entry ball valves.

Our interpretation is based on the content of section 4.1.4, where it is stated that the figures included in 

Annex B are for illustration only and the only mandatory requirement is that the ball valves shall have a 

spherical obturator that rotates on an axis perpendicular to the direction of flow.  The same is also featured in 

the introduction of the Annex B, whose aim is to show “typical configurations” for different valve types. In 

addition, the Annex is an “informative” section and this means that it is not mandatory for valve design.

Please confirm if our interpretation is correct.

Yes

6DSS 3rd Annex F The question is regarding the interpretation of the design validation requirements of a DIB-2 ball valve, which 

has an unidirectional seat on one side and a bidirectional seat on the other side. Given the unidirectional and 

bidirectional seats are different and perform differently in the valve, according to F.2.1,their is no detail 

description for DIB-2 valve test for 200 cycling condition.

Question: Is it correct that for DIB-2 valves, we can validate the 200 cycling test on SPE side only, but for the 

stage of sealing performance test (like sealing test at ambient temp., high & low temp., etc.), the SPE & DPE 

shall be tested respectively?

No.  See F.15, 2nd sentence.



6DSS 3rd Annex F.15 Considering a valve with two different seat configurations (e.g.: one side soft seated, other side metal seated) 

and based on Annex F.15 (“For a valve with a bidirectional sealing seat, the valve shall be tested on one side 

only but in both directions. NOTE Testing of bidirectional valves with same seat configuration on both sides of 

the valve may be conducted in one direction only, provided that the same direction is used for all tests.“) 

Question 1: it is our understanding that all validation tests shall be performed on each valve side, in order to 

validate each single seat configuration. Is this correct?

Question2: If we manufacture a valve identical to the one already qualified as mentioned above, but featuring 

the same seat configuration on each side of the valve (e.g. soft seated on both sides, or metal seated on both 

sides), can this valve be considered as already validated/qualified?

Response 1. Yes, when in accordance with F.15.

Response 2.  The API subcommittee does not evaluate specific designs. It remains the 

responsibility of the user of the document to demonstrate how conformance with the 

requirements are being satisfied. See F.2.1 for the list of items that warrant a new 

design validation.


